Muryobao Kids Girls Boys Sun Hat Wide Brim UPF50+ Mesh Hats
with Neck Flap Review-2021

Elastic closure
Great Material: The children's sun hat is made of 100% high quality quick-drying nylon fabric which
is very soft to the touch, lightweight, durable, waterproof and breathable. The inner sweatband will
absorb any excess sweat and the mesh vents on the side keep kid's head cooler and comfotable.
Adjustable Size: Head Circumference:20-22 inches, fits most kids ages 4-12. It could fit some adults
with slightly smaller heads as well. Elastic adjustable back band and chin strap provide a
comfortable fit and keep the hat from being blown away on windy days. Also, because of the
adjustable draw string, your child will be able to use this over the next few summers.
Excellent Sun Protection: Features UPF 50+ fabric which block 98% of UV rays. 4.3 inches brim is
wide enough and 9.0 inches flap is long enough to cover girl's or boys' eyes, nose, cheeks and back
of neck in direct sunlight then protect delicate skin from the scorching summer sun. So thereÂ¡Â¯s
more time for enjoying outdoors.
Best fishing hat for kids: The summer must-have bucket hat has different colors to be choosed, it is
easy to wear and pair perfectly with sunglasses, sun protection rash guard swimwear sets and
sunsuits. With this sun protector cap your child will be the cutest one.
Functional: The hat is packable, it can roll up to a compact size and easily stows in a bag or
backpack. It is a perfect hat for child & youth playing at the beach or in the backyard, playing in the
sand, go to fishing, safari, explorer, travelling, hiking, camping, tourism, gardening, boating, pool,
park or any other outdoor activities.Muryobao kids' flap hat is the best investment you can make in
sun protective wear for your children or grandchildren! Kids love to wear them, and
parents
and grandparents love knowing their little ones are staying safely sun protected during their critical
childhood years.
Breathable Mesh Panels
Let the air in and keep the kids cool with mesh panels.
Easy Adjust Sizing
Just the thing for a growing child. Getting the perfect fit is a cinch â€“ just tug on the sizing strap.
Waterproof & Quick Drying
It drys fast when thrown in the ocean or in the pool.
Great Hat for holiday
Take Great photo with your children
Make memories you'll never forget
Adorable Hat for Kids
Great to bring on the trip or explored
Feel relaxed on your vacation at all times
Nice Hat for Swimming Pool & Beach
Take Great photo with your children
Enjoy the swimming time with your new hat
UPF 50+ Sun Protection
It's hard to beat the enjoyment of a day in the sun, unless it's a day spent in the shady pleasantness
of a UPF 50+ hat.
A rating of UPF 50+ is the highest sun protective rating achievable and means only 1/50th or less of
UV rays are able to pass through, allowing you to diminish the sun, not the fun! Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

